We present an empirical application of multispectral laser scanning for monitoring the 10 seasonal and spatial changes in pine chlorophyll (a + b) content and upscaling the accurate 11 leaf-level chlorophyll measurements into branch and tree level. The results show the 12 capability of the new instrument for monitoring the changes in the shape and physiology of 13 tree canopy: the spectral indices retrieved from the multispectral point cloud agree with 14 laboratory measurements of the chlorophylls a and b content. The approach opens new 15 prospects for replacing destructive and labor-intensive manual sampling with remote 16 observations of tree physiology. 17
Introduction 18
The photosynthetic activity of leaves within a tree canopy is an indicator of tree health. 19
Vigorous trees with high foliar biomass and chlorophyll content have high carbon 20 assimilation capacity. Stress in vegetation has been shown to induce changes in the 21 photosynthetically-active pigments such as chlorophylls a and b. Therefore, the leaf 22 chlorophylls content is an important indicator of the photosynthetic capacity as well as tree 23 productivity and stress (Coops et al., 2003 ,Lausch et al. 2013 . 24
The leaf properties and the distribution of chlorophylls and nutrients within a canopy vary as 25 a function of time and space, and depending on the resource availability (Wang and 26 Schjoerring, 2012, Peltoniemi et al., 2012). Plant phenology and seasonal chlorophyll content 27 cycle are correlated to the CO 2 flux. For monitoring these seasonal variations, methods are 28 needed for accurate and nondestructive chlorophyll estimation, both at the leaf and canopy 29 2 level (e.g., Gond et al., 1999) . Chlorophyll estimation with spectral remote-sensing has been 30 implemented increasingly in a number of studies (e.g., Coops has also been introduced for simultaneous retrieval of vegetation structure and spectral indices 47
4 Three spectral indices were tested for determining chlorophyll content of the needles. Since it 94
was not possible to tune all required wavelengths to optimal positions for every index, we 95 used the nearest available band. 96
The Modified Chlorophyll Absorption Ratio Index (Eq. 1) using reflectance at 705 and 750 97 nm (referred here as MCARI750) was first presented by Wu et al. (2008) . Contrary to the 98 original MCARI (Daughtry et al. 2000) , MCARI750 uses reflectance at 705 and 750 nm, 99 which have shown better sensitivity to high chlorophyll contents (Wu et al. 2008) . MCARI 100 has been designed to measure the depth of the maximum chlorophyll absorption at 670 nm 101 relative to green reflectance peak at 550 nm and reflectance at 700 nm, at canopy scale 102 (Daughtry et al., 2000 (2) 109
The Simple Ratio (SR, Eq. 3) indices directly compare the reflectance and absorbance peaks 110 of chlorophyll pigments, which make them sensitive to changes in chlorophyll content (Wu et As the channels of the prototype lidar instrument are limited to eight separate spectral bands, 122 these indices had to be used with the closest available spectral band (Table 1) . 123
The limitation of empirical vegetation indices estimating chlorophyll content is that they are 124 also affected by the canopy structural properties. In addition, they can be affected by the 125 internal structure, size, surface and shape of leaves and can thus be species-specific, requiring 126 calibration when applied to specific species (Zhang et al., 2008) . 127 The benefit of active measurement system, such as MSL, is that they measure backscattered 130 signal that has the potential to eliminate many of the multiple scattering and geometric To validate the capability of the HSL to estimate the chlorophyll content using spectral 147 indices, we compared the lidar data with laboratory analysis over the growing season. We 148 present data for two branch cohorts, denoted M2_1 and M3_1 (one year old part of M2 and 149 M3), which were best visible in the multispectral point clouds. The trends in the chlorophyll 150 content and the indices MCARI750, MSR2, and SR6 from HSL data are well reproduced for 151 the individual branches (Figures 3-5) . For all three indices, the sample branch M2_1 was best 152 correlated with the laboratory measurements with R 2 0.8-0.9. The R 2 for MCARI750 and 153 MSR2 for M3_1 was 0.7, whereas SR6 performed worse for M3_1 (R 2 0.4). When the data 154 from M2_1 and M3_1 were combined for regression all indices correlated with the 155 chlorophylls contents measured in the laboratory (Figure 6 ). The results were worse for 156 indices averaged over the entire tree point cloud (the right column in Figures 3-5 ), compared 157
with the average of all year 1 needles measured in the laboratory. This is very likely a result 158 of the variation of the physiological conditions between different branches, which is more 159 pronounced when the sampling has been carried out over the entire tree (i.e., the point cloud), 160 rather than just a few needle samples (as in the laboratory experiment). All in all, the analysis 161 of branch cohorts shows that the spatial distribution of the lidar-based spectral indices 162 describes the chlorophyll content within the branch, although more measurements are needed 163 to better validate the results. 164
In figures 3-5, branch M2_1 and M3_1 laboratory measurements consist of two separate 165 needles only. More sampling should have been performed, however, the number of needles in 166 each branch cohort is limited and the tree had to be sampled several times during the year 167 (this emphasizes the need for non-destructive methods). The number of laser echoes from 168 year 0 and 2 were highly varying; in the spring lidar point clouds the year 0 growths were 169 very small providing very few echoes. The year 2 and older cohorts started dropping needles 170 before September measurement thus reducing the number of echoes during autumn compared 171 to spring. Therefore we only used year 1 laboratory measurement of needles in plots 3-5 for 172 whole tree (right column), since the weight of the year 0 and 2 laboratory measurements 173 would have been higher compared to the lidar point cloud (lidar point density variable and 174 laboratory sample number constant). Some lidar echoes still originate from the year 0 and 2 175 needles, reducing the overall correlation between laboratory and lidar data for the whole tree. 176
The changes in the structure of the tree are visible in Figure 1 . The fact that the structure of 177 the tree can be retrieved from laser scanner point clouds has been shown before in numerous7 studies (see Kaasalainen et al., 2014 and Refs. therein). We have also shown in our previous 179 study that the tree structure and its changes can be quantified from laser scanner point clouds 180 using quantitative structure modelling (QSM) designed to retrieve tree branching structures 181 The tree was scanned from two directions only. Increasing the number of scans from different 235 directions around the tree will improve the results by increasing the point coverage. This will 236 require some instrument development to allow a more efficient field use. Increasing the point 237 density is also an important object of instrument improvement. However, the prototype 238 instrument was capable of showing the potential of 3D spectral measurements. 239 A major factor causing error and uncertainty in this research was the use of nearest possible 240 channel in vegetation index calculation instead of the band the index was designed to use. 241
This affects the performance of the vegetation indices, especially with indices requiring 242 channels at red edge, where even small shift in channel wavelength causes high change in 243 reflectance. However, this was not considered as a major problem as the aim of this study was 244 to test the ability of our HSL instrument in chlorophyll estimation and not to optimize the 245 performance of the indices. 246
Further work is needed to find the best spectral indices for different applications (e.g., 247
monitoring the 3D effects of drought or limited amount of light on the physiology of a tree), 248
and then optimize the spectral channels to match with these indices. This will improve the 249 
